
Sample Personal Statement for Scholarship 

Application 

Did you think we would leave you without a sample? Not a chance. Here is 

a personal statement sample for scholarship of Melissa, a student applying 

for Masters in Creative Writing. Read and learn: 

 

“Can you compose a story for me? I am a keynote speaker at a 

conference. I want to start with a story and arrest the attention of my 

audience. Can you handle that for me?” That was a favor asked by my 

endearing lecturer in my university days. I could tell that he reposed 

confidence in my writing skills. So, for the umpteenth time, I agreed to 

assist him in storytelling. Let me explain how I became the capital helping 

hand of many keynote speakers. 

 

I always remembered myself with a pen and a piece of paper. I wouldn't tag 

myself as an enchanting speaker. But I was surprisingly celebrated for my 

essays in school. My Maths teacher would always frown each time I 

murdered the solution of a mathematical equation or geometry on the 

board. However, you could see the English teacher's face light up 

whenever she praised my writing performance to my parents. Miss 

Katherine, my English teacher, soon became my muse for acquiring a 

bachelor's degree in English Literature in my early 20s.  

 

In high school, my writing prowess was noticeable even amongst my peers. 

Soon, I was dragged to theatre stage plays. Was I asked to perform? Not 



exactly! I was asked to write theatre scripts. In time, the refreshing and full - 

of - life dialogues stole the hearts of the returning audience and we would 

always win.  

 

In my university days, I worked as a copywriting intern in an advertising 

agency. One of our clients was a Non - Governmental Organization (NGO) 

aimed at combating the effects of gender inequality. I was particularly 

touched by their projects. So I gave my very best in composing a thought - 

provoking content for their publicity. I was soon informed that the NGO 

gained immense popularity in a short period of time. I was elated. One day, 

the founder of the NGO called me while I was on a break. I still remember 

her words:  

 

“I just want to thank you for the article you wrote for us. Thank you, Melissa 

for sharing your talent. You have helped thousands of women gain 

confidence in what we do and feel protected. You should be proud of 

yourself!” 

 

That one - minute call revealed my life time purpose - to put the bemoaning 

thoughts, unmet requests, unrealized dreams and unattended needs of 

unprotected women in writing. This propelled to establish my magazine 

called WWW - Writing for Wonderful Women. 

 

That's why I want to study Creative Writing. I want to develop my niche in 

the publishing world. I know that with the lecturers of this program, I will 

sharpen my research and writing abilities. With your help, I could facilitate 



my dream - my dream of airing the views of less privileged women with a 

pen and a paper. 

 


